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ABSTRACT.  The result (proved in Part I) that Diff(D", i) sa

jj"     (PL  /O ) is used to compute some new homotopy of Diff(D", dD").

The relation between smooth and PL pseudo-isotopy is explored.   Known

and new results on the homotopy of PL    are summarized.

5. Some remarks on PL   and Top . We first summarize known results.  In
n n

low dimensions we have the following are contractible:

(1) PL,/Oj sa PL2/02 at *, Top/O, at Top2/02 ~ *.

It is trivial to show that PL./Oj ~Topj/0j ~ *.  Kneser [16] showed a long

time ago that TopVO   sa *.  That PL /O   ~ * has been shown recently by

Akiba and P. Scott [1].

In the "stable" range, we recall the results of Haefliger and Wall [26a]:

(2) rri(PLk+l, PLA)= Ofor z<*-l,and

(2') Ker(^_1(PL/t) — »rjl_1(PLfe+1))= Image iJiKero^,,«^) -»

ffA_j(0A+1))), ik: 0k —» PLfc the natural map.

By standard smoothing theory [17],

(3) ir ¡(PL k/0k)-ht.(PL/0) is bijective for i< k.

By Theorem 4.6 (see also Hirsch [38]),

(4) 77n+1(PLn/On)-» j7n+1(PL/0) is bijective, «> 5.

(4') wn+2(PLn/On) -» n-n+2(PL/0) is surjective, n > 5.

Combining these results we get

Theorem 5.1. (a) ^.(PLfc+1/0Jt+1, PLk/Ok) = 0 for i < k + 2, k > 5.

(b) 7Tj.(TopJt+1/0fe+1, Top^/O^) = 0 for i < k + 2, k>5.

Part (b) follows from (a) and the results of Kirby and Siebenmann [l5l.
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Recently, Volodin [35] has defined Whitehead groups Wh°(G), Wh1 (G),

Wh2(G), • • • for any group G, with Wh°(G) = ^0(G), Wh'(G) = Wh(G) and Wh2(G)

being the same as the algebraic Whitehead group introduced by Hatcher and Wag-

oner [12],  Volodin obtains the results of Hatcher and Wagoner on irÂC (Al, d))

and also claims ^j(C(Al, d)) ~ Z2 © Wh3(0), where Cd(M, d) = group of concor-

dances (i.e., pseudo-isotopies) of Al mod d; for Al 2-connected and dim Al suffici-

ently large.  This last result has also been obtained by Hatcher.   In particular,

Volodin claims

nl(Cd(Dk-1, <9)) = »TjCDiff (D*f D*"1)) « Z2 © Wh3(u)

for t > 8.  From Theorem 4.4(c) we therefore have

Theorem 5.1. (a') n-fe+3(pLA+i/°fc+i. PL*/<V ~Z2 ® Th3(°).  k > 7-

0»') ^+3(ToP*+A+l.ToP*/°fe> äZ2 ®^3(0), t>7.

Corollary 5.2. (a) itfPL/O, PLn/On) =0fori<n + 2, n>5and

7rn+3(PL/0, PLn/On) = Z2 © Wh3(0) if n > 1.

(b) rrf(Top/0, Topn/On) = 0 for i<n + 2, « > 5 and ^(Top/O, TopJOJ =

Z2 ©Wh3(0)¿/«>7.

Since „.(PL^/O^, PLfc/Ofc) « it ¿(PLfe+1/PLfe, 0¿+/Ofe), we have

Theorem 5.1 '. n-¿(PL/fe+1/PLfe, Ofc+1/0A) =* 0 /or z < t + 2, t > 5, «W

fft+3(PL/fe+j/PLife, %+l/0*) - Z2 ® wh3(°). * > 7- (Similarly for Top.)

The main result of [39] gives a fibration PL¿ C PL.+1 -» Sk x BC^'iS*),

where C*5 (S ) is the group of PL pseudo-isotopies of S   and BCP (S ) is the

universal base space.  Since the fibration Ofc —» 0^ . —» 5    maps into the above

fibration, we have that

Proposition 5.3. niß    ^/O^ ~* v¿(pLk +i/PL¿ is sPlit infective, all i, k

(i.e.,PLk^PLk*Ok^/OkxBCpl(Sk).

Befóte proceeding further, we quote other known results :

(5) itk(On) -» nk(0) is a split surjection for t < 2(« - 1), n > 13 [30].

(6) 77.(0 , 0     , ) —♦ it .(G , G     , ) is an isomorphism for all i < 2(n - k) - 2,
v '    1    n'    n-k 1    n'    n-k r

where G   is the //-space of homotopy equivalences of S"~   with the C-0 topo-

logy [36].
(7) tt-(O) —» 7T.(PL) and 77.(0) —» Tr.(Top) are injective.   Also it.(PL/0) and

ir.(Top/0) ate finite [40].

(8) 7T.(0, 0 ) ®Q ^> it.(G, G ) ® 2  is an isomorphism for / < 2« - 2 [36],
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Proposition 5.4. (i) nfO, OJ -» ;7.(PL, PLn) and 77.(0, 0r) -» 7r.(Top, Topn)

are injective for all i < 2» — 2.

(ii) 7T.(0, O ) —♦ 77 .(PL, PLn) ~ /r ¿(Top, Topn) is bijective for i<n + 2 and

n> 5.

(iii) 7T.(On) ® Q —► 77¿(PLn) ® Q «72fi7 7rz.(On) ® Q —» 77j.(Topn) ® Q tïre injective

for all i.

(iv) 7/ w > 5, 7r¿(0„) —>7rj(PL„) flB<* ffj(0n^ —>i7,(ToPn) flre injective for i < n

and also for i = 72 + 3 if n m 1, 5, 7 (mod 8) «tzí/* z = n + 4 z/ n m 0, 4, 5 (mod 8).

Proof, (i) follows from (6), and (ii) follows from Corollary 5.2.  For (iii)

consider the commutative diagram

-> »»r°/°»>-=-> 4°J-'-+■ n.{0) -

y                               Y y
(9) -y 77.+ 1(PL/PL,)-*->^f(PLn)-i->„.(PL>

Y                               Y . y
ni+l(G)-y TT.+ l(G/Gn)-!-ytr.(Gn)-!__>. „ ,(G) _

Since 77;(G) ® Q = 0 ail z, and 7r¿(0) ® Q -» tt (PL) ® Q is an isomorphisr

by (7), it follows from (8) that 77.(0 ) ® Q —» 77 .(PL ) ® Q is injective for

i<2n- 3.   But 77.(0 ) ® Q = 0 for i > 2« - 3.
— Z       fl

For the first part of (iv) note first that for z < tj - 2, ttXO) —» 77.(0) is an

isomorphism and hence by (7), zrj.(On) —»7r.(PLn) is a monomorphism.  Now

consider the commutative diagram:

"¿°«+i'°J-—>^o„)-—-W°,h.i>

I a.
^(PL^l/PL^-WPrn>-£—► ff,(Pf »+l)

1 a.

I

»í<c«Vf,h.i'-*■ 'fr»,
Ï

)-Í—►-/C.f t)

If i = 72 - 1, and a e nn_ t(0n) is in Ker / = Im <9, then a. is either infinite cyclic

or of order 2.  The first case is covered by (iii), and in the second case it maps

nontrivially into 7Tn_i(Ffl j), since for í   the generator of nn(Sn) =

77n(Gn+1/Fn+1), din ç ^„_i(Fn+i) is nontrivial (except for « = 1,3, 7).  Hence in

either case Ker /'C trn_l(On) maps monomorphically into 77n_j(PLn); and if

O-e irn_i(On) maps nontrivially under /, it maps nontrivially into /7n   ,(PL ) by

the first part of the argument.

For i = 72 and « = 3 (mod 4) the result follows from the fact that 77   .(0/0 ) = 0 [33].
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If n ^ 3 (mod 4), let qn e 77n  ¡(S") = Z2, the generator.   Then under the map

7Tn+1(S") -*U nn(Fn+l) ~ *2n(S"), qn goes into the Whitehead product [r^, fj ¡¿ 0

[32].  Combining this with the injectivity of 7r (0    .) —♦ rr (PL    .), the result

follows.

Finally, the second part of (iv) follows because for 72 > 4, ir.    (0, 0 ) = 0

for ¿ = 4 and n = 1, 5, 7 (mod 8), or for ¿ = 5 and 72 = 0, 4, 5 (mod 8), see [33].

The argument for Topn is identical.

Corollary 5.5. // « > 5 and i < n + 1, n,I(PLfJ) -» !7¿(PL) flf¡¿ 7rz.(Topn) —»

77 .(Top) are surjective.

Proof. It suffices to show that 77; ,(PL/PLn) —» 77¿(PLn) is injective for

¿< 72.   But this follows from Proposition 5.4(ii) and (iv), using diagram (9).

Now we compare  PL , Top    with the corresponding groups  PLn, Top    for

block bundles (see Part I).   In the limit, PL = PL, Top = Top.  Also by [26],

?7t.(0/0n) at it.(PL/PLn) at ir.(Top/fopn) ~ n.(G/Gn) for n > 5, i<2n-2.

Proposition 5.6. Ifn>5, it.(PL )—»tt.(PL ) and it .(Top )—»7r.(Top ) are
1 '—in in in in

isomorphisms for i < n + 1 and epimorphisms for i = 72 + 2.

Proof. Consider the commutative diagram

-. 77. .(PL/0, PL 70 ) -» ir .(PL/0 ) - it.(PL/O) -. 7t (PL/O, PL /0 )
ÍT * ft ft % 71 71 I

-» 77^j(PL/0, PLn/On) -» n.(PLn/On) - t7.(PL/0) -. t7.(PL/0, PLn/On) -^

We have

77.(PL/O, PL„/On) s 77.(PL/PLn, 0/0n) = 0    for ¿ < 2t2 - 2,

77 .(PL/O, PL /O ) ä 77 .(PL/PL , 0/0 ) = 0    for ¿ < 72 + 2
1        '    '        n      n 1        '        n1 n —

by 5.2.   Hence 77 .(PL /0 ) —» 77.(PL  /0 ) is an isomorphism for ¿ < 72 + 1  and
J 1        n      n 1        n      n —

an epimorphism for i = n + 2.   The result follows.

Corollary 5.7. If n>5 and Mn C Mn + k  is a PL embedding of PL manifolds,

then Al" has a PL normal bundle if n < t + 3, which is unique if n < t + 2.

Conjeeture. (3) 77¿(On) —» 77J.(PLn) is injective for all i < 2n - 3.

We note that the kernel is at most 2-primary.  This is well known and we give

a simple argument: In fact, 77 (G„) ~~• tr;(G) is an epimorphism for z < 2« — 3, mod

(3) A. Campo informs us that he can prove 77¿(On) - ItíPL) is injective for ¿sn+2.
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the 2-primary component.  Hence from the diagram

*/Pp-Hr/ffJ

Y Y
rriPL)-yrr.(G)

i I
77.(PL/PL„)    at     rrkG/G )

• n in

we see that 77 .(PL ) —> 77 .(PL) is an epimorphism mod the 2-primary component.

But then from the diagram

ff,+l(°/°n)   =*    *,+l(pL/PLn)

Y *

"¿°¿-^/PL„>

Y Y
0 -»77.(0)->-77.(PL)

we see that ir.(On) —» 77¿(PLn) is injective mod 2-primary for i < 2n = 3, and a

fortiori, the same holds for zr¿(On) —» 77;(PLn).

6. Isotopy and pseudo-isotopy. If Al" is a compact differentiable manifold

and /: |A1"| -»Al" a differentiable triangulation; let Crf(A1, d), Cpl(M, d), C'(M, d)

denote the groups

Diff(M xI;dMxl u M x {Oj),      PL(|A1| x /, <9|A1| x 7 u \M\ x {0}),

Homeo (Al x 7; dM x I U M x ¡Oj)

respectively.   (In the differentiable case one needs to "smooth the corners" of

Al x 7 if dM £ 0.) These groups are the so-called concordance or pseudo-isotopy

groups.

Theorem 6.1. If M" is a compact connected differentiable manifold, then

77¿(C (Al, â)) —*TTj(Cp (M, d)) is an isomorphism for i = 0 and an epimorphism for

i'=l.

In particular, this theorem says that a differentiable pseudo-isotopy of

(Al, dAl) may be deformed into an isotopy if and only if it may be so deformed as

a piecewise differentiable pseudo-isotopy.

Theorem 6.2. If M" is a compact connected piecewise linear manifold with

n > 5, then n^C^M, d)) —»77.(C'(A1, <?)) is an isomorphism, all i.
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To prove these theorems, we will apply the main theorem (Theorem 4.2)(4) of

Part I, to show that ir.(Cpl(M, d))/Cd(M, d)=Q for   ¿ = 0, 1   and

n.(C (Al, â))/(Cp (Al, d))= 0, all ¿.  For this purpose we need some elementary

lemmas on the space of sections of a fibre bundle which we state without proof.

Lemma 6.3. Let p: P —» B be a fibre bundle with connected fibre F.   Let

T(P) = space of sections of P.  Suppose given a fixed section sQ: B —* P.  Then

(a) If p is trivial, T(P) = F    and we have a split fibration

(F,*)(B'*>-.FB<2F.

(b) If B is a suspension of a CVi-complex, we have a fibration

(F> «)<B.*> __IXP)— F.

(c) If F is k-connected and B is a CW-complex with dim B = /', then 77 .(T(P))=

0 for i + j < t.

Lemma 6.4. Let p: P —*B be a fibre bundle with connected fibre F, and

p : Pj —» B a subbundle Pj C P with connected fibre   Fl C F.   Let

T   (P x 7, Pj ) = space of sections s of px 1 : P x 7 —» B x I such that s \ B x 0 =

sQand s(Bx l)C Plx I.   Then

(a) If (p, pj) is trivial, r3°(P x I, Pj)= E(F, Fj)B and we have the split

fibration:

(E(F, Ft), *)<B»*> -» (E(F, Fl))B^>E(F, F,).

(Here E(F, Fj) is the space of paths in E from base point to F .)

(b) If B is a suspension of a CW-complex, we get a fibration

(E(F, Ft), *)(B»*> - r*°(P x 7, P,) - E(F, F,).

7t2 particular, if Pl = sQ(B), then we get a fibration

(d(F), *)(e'*) -» T °(P x 7, Pj) -. QF.

(c) If it.(E(F, Fj)) ~ 77.+1(F, Fj) = 0 for i < k, and dim B = /, then

ni(Ti0(P, P1))=0/or¿ + ;<t.

Proof of 6.1. By Theorem 4.2 of Part I,

Cpl(M, dV^M, d) = r\ppl x I, dPpl, s0),

where the fibre of Ppl is PL    ,/0    . and the fibre of dPpl is PL /O .   By

Theorem 5.1   we have

(4 ) We use the Top-PL version of Theorem 4.2 to prove Theorem 6.2.
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77.(E(PL„+1/On+1, PLn/On)) = 0    for i < n + 1.

Hence by Lemma 6.4(c), n¿Cpl(M, d)/Cd(M, d)) = 0 for i = 0, 1.

Proof of 6.2. The argument is the same, except in this case

77.(Topn+1/PLn+1, Topn/PLn) = 0    all f if n > 5.

We now consider the special case of C (S") and Cp (Sn).

By Proposition 5.3,

(1) Cpl(S") - E(PL^/On+l, PLn/On).

Hence by Theorem 5.1 ,

77 .(Cpl(S")) = 0    for i < n + 1, « > 5

(2) *
= Z2 + Wh 3(0)    for i = n + 2, « > 7.

On the other hand, Chenciner [37] has shown that Diff(D"+1, D"+) saCd(S")

and hence by Theorem 4.4

(3) Cd(S") sa Ü^HlKPL^/O^, PL„/On)),

and hence by (1)and (3) with C* = Cd(Sn), Cpl = Cpl(Sn).

Proposition 6.5 (Chenciner). 77.(C ) sarr.      ,(CP ). all i.
r in' j+n+1     n "

Thus we see that, although n0(Cpl(M, d)) ~7r0(Cd(M, d)\ n1(Cpl(M, d))¿

77j(C (M, d)) in general.   The relationship between PL and Diff pseudo-isotopy

groups will be explored in a forthcoming paper with M. Rothenberg.

Finally, we consider the implications of these results for diffeomorphisms of

the disc: First Volodin and Hatcher have pointed out that the split fibration

Cd(S"~1) -» Diff D"zZSOn, together with their result on 7r1(Cd(S"-1)) implies

(4) 770(Diff D") = 0    and   i^ÍDiff D") saZ2 + Z2 + Wh3(0).

(We are considering only orientation preserving diffeomorphisms.)

To obtain information on Diff(D", d), we consider the fibration

(5) •   Diff (D"+1, a) — Diff (0"+!, D») — Diff (73", d)

and its homotopy sequence

-nr2(Diff(D", 5)) ^771(Diff(D"+1, 3)) -» z71(Diff(D"+1, D£))-* ^(DiffiD", 5))

-» ;r0(Diff (D**\ d)) -» 770(Diff (D"4"1, Dp).

Since 770(Diff(D"+1, D^)) = Q and 770(Diff(7)"+1, d)) is Milnor's Tn+1 group and

771(Diff(D"+1, D^)) SZ2+ Wh3(0), we see that ^(DiffíD", a)) is arbitrarily
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large, and hence is general 77j(Diff(Dn+1, <?)) — 77j(Diff(Dn+I, D+)) has a kernel.

Hence 772(Diff(D", d))¿ 0 in general.

7. A bilinear pairing and some new homotopy of Diff(D", dDn). In this chap-

ter, using the results of §4, we will get some estimate on the homotopy groups of

Diff(D", <9D"), Theorem 7.4. The methods of [2], [3] permit the use of these esti-

mates to prove the' nontriviality of 77.(Diff(Al")) (see for instance Corollary 7.5).

From now on we assume that we are in the category of basepointed spaces which

have abelian fundamental groups.

Let us consider the "map iff.   : itk(X, *) x 77 (Sk, sQ) —» it (X, *) defined by

^(a, /3) = a*QS); m°re precisely, if a is a homotopy class (Sk, sQ) —> (X, *) it

induces a group homomorphism a fot homotopy groups in dimension p, and we take

as ^(a, ß) the image of ß by this homomorphism. With this definition, it is clear

that

<,<«• ßx ♦ ß2) = fßfjß. 0.) + **,(a, ß2).

U we set tí (S ) = 1/3 e 77.(S )\R e Im 2|, where by S we mean the suspen-
x

sion homomorphism, and if we consider the restriction of ifr. ^to 77. (X, *)x*

**($*) —» 77 (X, *) we also have

*lp{ai+ a2« ß) - *£#<«!> &+Kp{(X2> ß)

fot any ß.  Indeed if j8 e 77 (S ), it can be represented by 2/3': Sp —» S* with

j8': (Sp~ , s.) —» (5       , sQ); such a map induces always a group homomorphism

(2/3')*: 77fc(X, *) -» 77p(X, *), and because ip^p(o-, /3) = (2/3'^(a) we have

</al + a2> f5) = <,(<*!• ß) + ^(03, ß).

Therefore we can extend 0\     to a unique group homomorphism iff,    : it.(X, *) ®
*»P _ *,p    *

77 (S , sQ)—* it k JX, *).   It is easy to check that ip   • • • is natural with respect

to X, i.e., if /: (X, *) —» (V, *) is a continuous map, we have the following com-

mutative diagram

nk(X, *) ® ¿p(Sk, sQ) _t±_y it (X, *)

/.

Tl.Y«A

/.

77.(y, *)   ® 77  (S*, S„) -^->.   77. (Y, *)

*+i
We also notice that for p < 2k - 2, np(S*, s„) = tri(+1(5* + 1, s„) = irp_k, the
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fcth stable homotopy group of spheres.   This means that, for any (k, I), l< k - 2,

X S
we have a group homomorphism <£■ ¡: trk(X, *) ® nl —» tr^ ,(X, *) defined by

<hk ; = *Jr. j k which is natural with respect to X.  More generally, given

(k, /,,•••', 7r) with 7j < * - 2, 72<*+71-2,..-, 7r<A+7, +...+ /r_,-2,

we can define inductively the group homomorphism

by

^;Z1>..../f=^+/1+...+/r_1>/r^;/1,..../r_I   • id)'

<f>,  . .   is clearly natural with respect to X.  If we apply this homomorphism

to X = PL^/O^ and PL/0, and one uses the homotopy equivalence Diff(D", dD")sa

ß"+I(PL 10 ), we obtain

Theorem 7.1. For any n and any sequence of natural numbers k, /.,•••, /

with the property (*), 7j < k - 2, Z2 < k + Zj - 2,««-, Zf < A + /, + ••• + Zr_, - 2

iTjere exists a group homomorphism

Kiv»>.i; "k-n-itoM(D">5D^ ® ̂  ® • • • ® ̂

so that the following diagram is commutative:

f7.   .   .(Diff (Dn, dD")) ® "1   ® • • • ® "j
I ,'l r

->"*-*-,+/1+...+/,<D¡ff(0^<?í>',»

»r.(PL/0) ®;rï    »•••  ® n) _
* 'l 'r

Y       ¿PL/O
*.',.•"•',

'*+/,+»•+/_

(PL/0)

where y": 77       _j(Diff(D", dD")) —»77 (PL/0) is the homomorphism. induced for

homotopy groups by Diff(D", dD") ~ Qn+1(PLB/0B) -» ii"+1(PL/0).

PL   /O
Proof. We take ifi"^        t =<f>k   "..."   via  the   isomorphism

»s-n-lWW' d£,n)) = MPV°n>-

Remark.  For   r = 1 and /.: tt.(SO) —> n.   the  /-homomorphis
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^iZ(id ® J,): 77fe_n_1(Diff(D", dD")) ® irftO) -» 77/fe_n_I+/(Diff(D", dDn))

(I < k — 2) seems to be the so-called Munkres-Milnor-Novicov pairing see [2].   It

seems also that <f>,  .      is the so-called Bredon pairing (see [27]).  As we are not

interested, we do not prove the equivalence between this construction and the men-

tioned pairings which are originally defined in very geometric terms.   In what fol-

lows we will use Theorem 7.1 to get estimates about 77lic(Diff(D", dD")). We

should mention that John Grier Miller [28] has used the Bredon pairing (in the

original Bredon definition) to detect nontrivial elements in 77J(.(Diff(D", dD")).

His geometric point of view is different from the present, and the range of (t, n)

in 77, (Diff(D", dD")) fot which he can detect nontrivial elements is essentially

less than ours.

In the computations below, we will start with t = 72 + 2 because for 72 > 5 by

Theorem 4.6(Ap), y" 2 is an epimorphism so it suffices to check <PnJ!2i    ...   ,

is nontrivial in order to conclude that ?7j   .   .... / (Diff(D", dD")) is nontrivial

(in fact, in order to conclude Wj .   ...../ _s(Diff(D"+s, dD"*s)) is nontrivial).

For t = 72 + 2 the condition (*) becomes

(**) ¿i<72,      /2<72 + /j,      7j <72+ 7j + l2, •••, 7f<72+ /j + ••• + /^_ j.

Let us consider the following commutative diagram:

j.PLn/0n

®77?

id id

*~ "'ix/ x    x; (pL 1° '

77, (PL/0)    ®       It5.     ® • • • ® 77?
* , 'l r

^-77
*+ij+."+/ (PL/0)

id

77fe(G/0) 77?     ®

id

®  *î >77

1k+l]+»-+lr

k+ll+'"+lT
(G/0)

Hk(G)   ®77^ ®77?

*./,.-»',

k+ll+—+lr

>     "k+ll+...+li&

where G denotes the topological semigroup G = inj lim G , where G    is the
-71-1

space of all continuous homotopy equivalences of S       .   It is well known that

77 .(G) = 77.  and easy to check that (p,  .        .   viewed as the group homomorphism
* l K ,1 -, ,1
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S S
0i ¡        , : 77, ® •«• ® 77, —» 77,   , ,   is the standard composition (multipli-

*i*i»***,Zy      * '- R + Z.+"*+*_

cation ) in tt^.

We also notice that P,  is surjective for all k ¡á 0 (mod 4) and qk is surjec-

tive(5) (mod 2) for all k £ 0 (mod 4) and sur jective for all * ¡¿ 2; - 2 [29].

Proposition 7.2. If « > 5, 72 £ 2 (mod 4), I ,•>•, lf is a sequence of natural

numbers so that I. < 72, 72 < 72 + /,,•• *, ¡r < « + 7, + • •• + Z    , ßzzti

(PB+2 + V-+/-4,;i.-1^0^2)W^2Í-4^P»+2 + l1+.»+//

"1+Zi+...+/r.s(Diff (D"+s, dD'**)) ¿ 0.

Aloreoz^er, y£¿*+, +... +/ ¿ 0 /or any s < 1 + 7j + • • • + lT.

It is clear that it suffices to prove Proposition 7.2 only for s = 0 because

y"+2+z1+...+//0imPlies

*1+/ +...+z (pL„/On) - wM (PL/O)
1 T I r

is different from zero and therefore

nM ¡(PL^/0^) _ *.+/ (PL/O)
1 7 1 T

is different from zero, which is equivalent to saying y*?2 + / + ••• +/ ^ ®*  ^ne

proof for s = 0 is immediate from the hypotheses.

To make Proposition 7.2 effective, we recall the following theorem of Toda

[24].

Theorem 7.3.(a) For «72y prime number p there exist a. e (ir%b_,\ p) and

ßt e <*2((*+t-l)<*-l>..2. P\l<t<P, so that

^2(fP+s+l)(p-l).Hf-s)-V ^ - Zp = iaí •/3i'S~1 'ßs+l*

for 0<s<r<p—l and r - s /= p - 1, where (G, p) denotes the p-primary com-

ponent of the abelian group G and {xj means that the group {xj is generated by x.

(b) If p¿ 2 then P2frp,s+mp.1)_2(r.s).1^l ' ft-5"1 « 0,+1>¿ 0.

We take now p £ 2, s = 0, 72 = 2p(p- 1)- 4, lx =2/>-3, Z2 = Z3 = ... = Zr =

2f(p - 1)- 2, 73j e n-2i>(p-l)-2 = ^+2» ai e "%-}> and then we k™*

(5) If A: G. —' G2 is a group homomorphism, G,, G    abelian groups, we say "A is

surjective mod 2" if the cokemel of h belongs to the class of 2-primary groups and we

say A is "zero mod 2" if its image belongs to the class of 2-primary groups.
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lG
^2+/,+...+/, • ¿i*.!.....,!^! • a, - ß%.ßx)40 (mod 2).

Theorem 7.4. If p is an odd prime, there exists a subgroup

Z   Cjt , (p¡í(D2<p2-p-2'+s.dD2lp2-p-2)+s)
p~    2p+2(r-l)(p2-p-l).2-s ' '

such that

Y'.-:/Zp:lp^i,2p+2T(p2_p_^APL/0)

~*®2p+2r(p2-p-l)-}/bP2p+2r(p2-p-l)-2

is nontrivial, therefore infective, for any 1 < r < p - 2 and any s < 2p +

2(r-l)(p2-p-l)-2.

Proof. It suffices to prove Theorem 7.4 for s = 0 because this means

Z   Crr , (PL     , /0     - )
p~    2p+2r(p¿-p-l)-l        2(i>   -p-2)      2(p  -p-2)

— n , (PL/0)^Q , IbP 2
2P+2KP  -P-D-3 2P+2HP  -P-D-3       2p+2r(pi-p-l)-2

is injective, and since the first arrow factors through

« 2 (PL     , 10     , )
2P+2KP   -p-D-3        2(t>  -p-2)+s      2(pZ-p-2)+s

we get Theorem 7.4 in its full generality.  The proof for 5 = 0 follows immediately

from Proposition 7.2 and Theorem 7.3 as soon as we notice that the element

PL  10    ~ ~
*?..."    "(/3j, ctj,/3j,.",/3j) has to be of order/>, because /3j is. /Sj is an ele-

ment in 77B+2(PLn/On) which by ?n+2y"+2 goes onto Pfc(/3j).

Theorem 7.3 is of particular interest for r = p — 2; in which case we know that

77      ,       , Diff(D2(p2-,'-2)+itrjD"-)
2(i> 3-4j> +3p+2)-s

contains elements of order p which survives in 0       , .  These elements
2f>(p -3P+2)-l

give the first known examples of nontrivial elements in 77, (Diff D", dD") which

survives in 8B+¿+i f°r k> n.

Remarks, (a) Of course other computations in stable homotopy theory which

are compatible with the conditions required by Proposition 7.2 can be success-

fully used.

(b) The method described cannot be used for detecting elements in

itk(Diíí(D", dD")) which go by y£ in ¿Pn+fe+2 (because of the homotopy structure

of G/PL).
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We can use the result stated by Theorem 7.4 to get nontrivial elements in

77.(Diff(M")) for quite general manifolds.  For instance, combining Theorem 7.4

with the diagram of [3, p. 128] with 3.5.13 we obtain the following.

Theorem 7.5. Let M" be a compact differentiable manifold which is a homo-

topy torus.  Then for any p A 2 and r< p-l so that n = 2(p2 - p - 2) + s with

s<2p+2(r-l)(p2-p-l)-2,

n , (Diff (AT, X))
2p+2(r-l)(p¿-p-l)-2-s

contains elements of order p.

As a general conclusion about Theorem 7.4, we would mention that given n,

ff^fDiffíD", dD")), the homotopy of the connected component of identity, contains

elements of order p A 2 if tz > 2(p2 - p - 1).
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